ABSTRACT One of the goals of neuromorphic engineering is to imitate the brain's ability to recognize and count the number of individual objects as entities based on the global consistency of the information from the population of activated tactile (or visual) sensory neurons whatever the objects' shapes are. To achieve this flexibility, it may be worth examining an unconventional algorithm such as topological methods. Here, we propose a fully parallelized algorithm for a shape-invariant touch counter for 2-D pixels. The number of touches is counted by the Euler integral, a generalized integral, in which a connected component counter (Betti number) for the binary image was used as elemental module. Through examples of touches, we demonstrate transparently how the proposed circuit architecture embodies the Euler integral in the form of recurrent neural networks for iterative vector operations. Our parallelization can lead the way to FieldProgrammable Gate Array or Digital Signal Processor implementations of topological algorithms with scalability to high resolutions of pixels.
I. INTRODUCTION
It has been desired for a long time to design the machine that achieves brains' ability to recognize unity from the global consistency of sensory stimuli [1] , [2] . For example, there is a neuron which can count the number of objects in the visual field irrespectively of their shapes [3] - [5] . In the case of tactile system, it can be important to count the number of touches irrespective of their shapes [6] .
Conventionally, perceptrons or similar layered networks have been used as a model of pattern recognition in the brain [7] - [10] . Although perceptron-like machines show invariance to, say, object rotations to some extent, their analogue nature of computation makes it difficult to achieve the invariance with the infinite precision, especially in counting [11] , [12] . Therefore, it is worth examining an alternative algorithm, which, hopefully, realizes concerted inter-neuronal communications with the perfect invariance guaranteed.
To compute the topological invariants such as the number of distinct objects in an image, the algorithms based on topology, a major area of mathematics [13] - [15] , can be more effective than ad hoc algorithms. Fortunately, recent advances of the field of computational topology made it possible to compute topological invariants in an accessible way [16] - [21] .
Although a couple of latest works by mathematicians tackled the fundamental problems of shape-invariant number count specifically [22] - [25] , their implementations on serial system computers can, in principle, suffer from the formidable computational time for the big data with many sensors or pixels. Although there are some works on distributed [25] or gradient-based decentralized algorithms [26] , the concrete computations have been actually performed on serial system computers. Therefore it is very important to design a fully parallelized circuit implementation for computing topology. In addition, if the parallelization is biologically plausible in the form of neural networks, which we call ''neural implementation,'' it could give insight into neural information processing as a brain model, as it readily allows to compare its behaviors to those of biological neurons [1] .
In this paper, we propose an algorithm of a fully parallelized neural network that can count the number of touches on a two dimensional square lattice of sensors. Based on the Euler calculus, the proposed counter can count the touch number irrespectively of the shapes and positions of the touches. The count is not approximate, but accurate, guaranteed by mathematics. The key idea is to transform the touch number on a 2D plane to the number of connected components of level sets there. Then we implement and demonstrate the connected component counter, which is a key elemental module, in a fully parallelized circuit for iterative vector calculations. Through concrete examples of simple but nontrivial touches, we demonstrate transparently how the proposed circuit architecture embodies the Euler integral.
The background mathematics here is rather advanced, but we try to keep the paper as accessible as possible by engineers and designers. One of the goal of this paper is to import the state-of-the-art idea from mathematics and explain it as plainly as possible. Our substantial contribution resides in the parallelization of the algorithm and its circuit implementation as recursive vector operations, which renders the scalability to high resolutions of pixels.
In Sec. 2, we briefly review the Euler calculus for counting the number of touches and propose a concrete and parallelized algorithm to compute it by way of recursive vector operations. For ease of comprehension, we first design a connected component counter as a subunit. Then we construct a whole touch counter as an upper level module. In Sec. 3, we demonstrate the proposed algorithm through the implementation in a fully parallelized circuit architecture. We concretely implement the proposed algorithms for examples of touches in order to demonstrate explicitly how the proposed circuit architecture embodies the Euler integral in the form of recurrent neural networks. We successfully generated HDLs to ensure implementability and accessibility in FieldProgrammable Gate Array (FPGA). Finally, Sec. 4 presents a summary and discussions.
II. THEORY AND ALGORITHM OF EULER INTEGRAL
In this section, we briefly review the mathematics of Euler calculus for counting the number of touches [22] - [25] and propose an algorithm to compute it by way of recursive vector operations. The proposed algorithm can be easily implemented in a parallel, distributed neural network architecture as we will see in the next section.
A. PROBLEM SETTING
For ease of comprehension, let us begin with a simple example in which tactile sensors, which are densely aligned on a two dimensional regular square lattice, sense tactile stimulations at each point ( Figure 1 ). The goal here is to count the total number of touches (= three times) irrespective of the shapes and positions of the stimulating objects. Note that each touch has an arbitrary shape of finite size while each point neuron can sense and keep only the total touch number over an entire period at each point. This situation could happen when sensors have no or low temporal resolution (to save resources). The numbers on the figure represents Each touch has an arbitrary shape of finite size while each point neuron can sense the total touch number at each lattice point. The neurons form a dense, square lattice on the plane. The numbers represent the touch count sensed by neurons in each domain. The total ''touch'' count, which we want, is three. A toy problem mimicking this example is shown in Eq. 16. how many times the neurons in each domain were touched. In this example, each neuron was touched from 0 to 2 times. We would like to estimate the total touch number (= 3) only from the local or pointwise touch numbers each neuron senses.
The solution can be achieved by the Euler calculus. In the followings, we first construct a connected component counter as an elemental module that can count the number of connected component in a binary image by way of recursive vector operations. Then, we design a shape-invariant touch counter for a multi-valued image based on the Euler integral as an upper level module.
B. COUNTING THE NUMBER OF CONNECTED COMPONENTS IN A BINARY IMAGE
Here we consider the problem of counting the number of connected component (β 0 ) in a ''binary'' image as in Figure 2 . To keep the algorithm concrete, throughout this section we consider the 2 × 3 input image shown in Figure 3 (a) as an example, where each sensor neuron is activated or inactivated depending on binary input to each lattice point (u i = 0 or 1).
We first define an adjacency matrix which takes 1 if the sites i and j are neighbors and the i-th and j-th neurons are both activated, u i = u j = 1 (Figure 3 
where diagonal elements A ii are defined to be 0. Note that each neuron has up to four neighbors (up, down, left and right). You can regard the connections between neurons as the Hebbian-like local learning rule as only the (neighboring) neurons which are both active are connected. For the current purpose, you can ignore the matrix elements for the inactivated neurons as in A of Figure 3 (a) because they are just all zeros. Notice that we distinguish lattice points by a single index i although the pixels are alined on a two dimensional regular square lattice. That is, we treat the pixels as a vector u i rather than a matrix u xy , so that the following computations can be implemented in the form of vector operations. Finally and most importantly, when time evolution of the neurons homogenize their states as in Figure 3 (b), the number of destinations or different final states gives the number of connected components (= 2), which we wanted. This is because only neurons in the same connected component can be homogenized via interactions.
To describe the time evolution in the form of a mathematical equation, let us define the Laplacian matrix [27] by
where
A ij (3) represents the degrees of the nodes. That is, D is a diagonal matrix with D ii = (the number of connections the i-th neuron has). For our concrete example of the 2D input image (Figure 3 (a)),
the Laplacian matrix ex is given by
where −1 represents the connected neurons (n1-n2 and n3-n4) according to the Hebbian-like local learning rule for neighbors and the diagonal elements correspond to the number of connections each neuron formed (one for all the neurons in this case). Then, the homogenizing interaction in Figure 3 (b) can be mathematically described as
starting from a random vector whose elements (v i 's) are distributed uniformly. Simply, a neuron updates its state toward the average state of the neighboring (active) neurons to the degree of α. The mathematical background is shown in Appendix A. As we take small enough coefficient α(≈ 1/8), the convergence is guaranteed (Appendix B). Practically, to treat both activated (u i = 1) and inactivated (u i = 0) neurons in a unified way, we multiply u i to (v| t=0 ) i before the iteration because v i for inactivated neuron (u i = 0) is never updated (no connection) and kept to be 0 as will be seen in Figure 8 .
With this connected component counter as a subunit, we will construct a touch counter based on the Euler integral in the next subsection.
C. COUNTING THE NUMBER OF TOUCHES ON A SENSOR NETWORK
Here we review the Euler integral [22] - [24] and show how to compute it concretely by using the connected component counters. While usually the topological invariants such as connected components, numbers of holes and Euler characteristics are computed for ''binary'' images, the Euler integral, a generalized Euler characteristics, is computed for the ''integer-valued'' images. Mathematically, the Euler integral can be regarded as a (generalized) integral. For ''binary'' images, the Euler integral simply returns the Euler characteristics (= the number of connected components -the number of holes). For example, in Figure 4 , the first and the third examples have one and three components while the second example has one connected component and one hole, returning zero. Note that the Euler integral does not count and ignores the number of disks with a hole. For ''integer-valued'' images h(= 0, 1, 2, . . .), the integral rule allows to decompose the integral of a sum of integrands into the sum of integrals:
For the case of Figure 5 , you can theoretically decompose the original image into the sum of two indicator functions which take 1 on simultaneously touched domains. Then, as each integral counts one in each indicator function, the sum of the integrals returns the correct answer (= 2). In this way, this integral rule results in the correct touch count in general for any touch counts. However, the computation shown above is theoretical. In reality, you do not necessarily know how to decompose the integrand. Therefore in practice another (automatic) way of decomposition is used. That is, we decompose an integrand or an integer-valued image by levels into binary images:
where h > s represents the indicator function that takes 1 in the domain with h > s and 0 elsewhere, for brevity of notation. Thus the integral reduces to the Euler characteristics for the domains whose shapes are represented by binary images. For the case of Figure 5 (left), the integral can be computed by assuming Figure 4 (top) as
For the case of Figure 1 (or Eq. 23), the integral can be computed by assuming Figure 4 (middle and bottom) as
In this way, you can compute the total touch number even if you do not know the set of simultaneously touched pixels [22] - [24] . Finally, the computation of Euler characteristics for binary images as in Figure 4 remains to be solved. This computation can be actually reduced to counting the connected components. Remember that (Euler characteristics) = (#connected components) − (#holes). As it is difficult to numerically compute the number of holes without error, we use the Alexander duality [15] , [28] - [30] ) for 2D planes to compute the Euler characteristics [22] - [24] : (11) where A represents a (compact) domain whose pixel values are 1. β 1 is the number of holes and β 0 is the number of connected components. Here we do not prove the above formula, but the formula means that the number of holes of A in R 2 can be counted by counting the number of connected components in the complement domain. The Euler characteristic χ computed through β 0 as above can be numerically more robust than that by the direct computation, say, with the Euler's formula [22] - [24] .
By combining Eqs. 8 and 11, finally we have
Note that the entire computation reduced to the number of connected components β 0 , which we know how to compute concretely and in a fully parallelized manner. Let us compute examples through Alexander duality in Eq. 12 just for illustration of it. For the case of Figure 5 ,
For the case of Figure 1 ,
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and the finest segmentalization guarantees the unique integral as a topological invariance (= #vertices − #edges + #faces) according to the Euler's formula. The underlining assumptions are that each touch forms an open (or closed) set in the 2D plane and pixels are much finer than the touch shapes.
III. DEMONSTRATIONS BY PARALLELIZED CIRCUIT ARCHITECTURE A. A SIMPLEST EXAMPLE WITH 5 × 5 PIXELS
In order to demonstrate the proposed algorithm, we concretely designed a fully parallelized circuit architecture ( Figures 6 and 7) to automatically solve problems on the two dimensional pixels. As an illustrative example, we first solve the following problem mimicking 
Note that we do not get the correct answer (= three times) unless we put zeros outside. For example, if we consider another problem
we get a wrong touch number due to wrong β 0 such as 
Thus we have to be careful about the boundary condition in modeling 2D plane, especially when there are holes inside.
To save users' efforts to manually insert 0's outside the input touch image, we implemented the automatic insertion as a preprocessing of Matrix Generator in Figure 6 . As the peripheral pixels can flip to 1 after the operations such as h 0, it is appropriate to implement this insertion initially.
For ease of comprehension, first we elaborate on the connected component counter β 0 (''*''), which works as an elemental module. The proposed circuit generates the 25 × 25 Laplacian matrix from the input pixel values u according to Eq. 2. For example, for the binary image with full activations 
is given by Eq. 20, as shown at the bottom of this page, where −1 represents the connected edges (in this specific case, all the neighboring neurons) while diagonal elements represent the number of edges for each neuron (four for inner neurons).
As shown in Figure 7 , the Laplacian matrix and a random vector v are input to the module, where the operation of v is realized as an inner product (w i · v) between v and the rows w i of the Laplacian matrix = (w 1 ; w 2 ; . . . ; w 25 ). The iterative vector calculation of Eq. 6, which essentially homogenizes the states within each connected component, is implemented recursively with unit time delay to save space. Thus we realized a connected Figure 8 , the result is robust in the sense that any noise on v halfway does not change the final result at all.
Finally, the upper module that computes the Euler integral χ just calls the connected component counters, β 0 (Eq. 12), and it can be implemented straightforwardly ( Figure 6 ). For our example in Eq.16 the touch number can be correctly computed as ''three times'' from the connected components of level sets (Eqs. 21) as
Note that our level-set decomposition into characteristic 
Thus we can compute the correct touch number as a topological invariant independent of the decomposition even if we do not know the original decomposition. We successfully computed the touch count as the Euler integral χ(= 3) for our example in Eq. 16 by executing our Simulink model/library on a PC platform and generated the corresponding HDL code for verification in largescale through SW/HW co-simulations on FPGA platforms. All the digital computations were done to the 16-bit precision with 8-bit after the decimal point. All the imple- mentation including the level set operation, which is essentially ''sum(diff(sort(v))),'' are designed as custom Simulink model/library employing vector operations. In particular, the iterative vector calculator is implemented using recursive vector operations as described as the block diagram in Figure 7 . In this way, the proposed circuit has scalability to many pixels because we can generate HDL seamlessly and automatically from the same Simulink model/library only by adjusting the scale parameter (= resolution of the touch sensor) as we will see next.
B. TOWARD A LARGER PROBLEM
So far, we implemented up to 5 × 5 pixels as an input image. Although an automated design might be helpful for having more pixels without wiring complications (Eq. 19), the proposed algorithm has the potential in scaling in principle. In fact, we successfully implemented at least up to 10 × 10 pixels for now ( Figure 9 ) with straightforward modularizations.
Notice that most of the edges are fixed to be 0 independent of the input touch image because only the edges for neighboring neurons on the lattice can be nonzero. For example, even the densest case of Eq. 19 for 5 × 5 pixels gives a fairly sparse matrix shown in Eq. 19. Therefore, the number of nonzero connections is not O(N 2 ), but O(4N ), fortunately. Here 4N appears because each pixel has (up to) four neighbors. As the iterative vector calculation of Eq. 6 is implemented recursively, we do not need to represent the full (sparse) matrix and rather we only need to consider the existence of 4N connections in the module depending on the input pixels. For the problem with N = 25 as in Eq. 16, 4N = 100 is more tractable than N 2 = 625. For the problem with N = 100 as in Figure 9 , 4N = 400 is much more tractable than N 2 = 10000. Imagine that N 2 can easily get untractably large for larger N . This theoretical estimate demonstrates the scalability of our architecture to high resolutions of pixels.
In the higher level of the design process, designers could use the full matrix for describing . Then, as most of elements of the matrix are actually fixed to zero, it is expected that the compiler automatically optimize the circuits at the logic synthesis from HDL. In any case, we expect that the FPGA resources scale as O(4N ) with the number of pixel N after the optimization.
IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a sensor network that accurately counts the number of touches irrespective of their shapes and positions based on the Euler calculus. The Euler calculus is a generalization of the rule of integral where the integral gives Euler characteristics or touch counts. We designed a fully parallelized touch counter for two dimensional sensor networks. We concretely implemented our proposed circuits for examples of touches in order to demonstrate transparently how the proposed circuit architecture embodies the Euler integral in the form of fully parallelized and recursive vector operations, with scalability to high resolutions of pixels.
The advantage of our implementation resides in the parallelism and recursiveness of the main connected component counter module. Fully parallelized circuit implementation in the form of distributed sensory neurons with only local connections can potentially save computational time drastically, compared with algorithms on serial system PCs. The proposed circuit has scalability with many pixels because all the computations are implemented as recursive vector operations. For example, while the computational time for the multiplication of a matrix to a vector can be O(N 3 ) on serial PC, it is O(1) if neurons update their states at once. We also save space (O(N )) by computing the core iterative vector calculation in Eq. 6 in a recursive manner as discussed at the end of Sec. 3. We designed a functional circuit by constructing the block diagram of Matlab Simulink in a bottom-up manner and generating HDL in a top-down manner. The reduction of many input pixels into a few integers is where recurrent neural networks are good at and topological invariants appear. Although we treated only zero-th order Laplacian and Betti number in this paper, our iterative scheme can be directly generalized to those of higher orders. Thus our parallelization can lead the way to FPGA or Digital Signal Processor implementations of topological algorithms with scalability to high resolutions of pixels.
As we aimed to understandably explain the background theory and the algorithm by way of iterative vector operations, we focused on instructive problems with up to 10 × 10 pixels in our circuit implementation and just estimated theoretically that our circuit has scalability. Further improvement may be needed for more practical applications. We would like to leave realistic and large problems as well as the details of parameter tuning for the future work.
The realization of shape-invariant touch counter in a fully parallelized neural network could give an insight into the information processing in the brain. Our naturallyparallelized algorithm of Euler calculus, which we call ''neural implementation'' from biological plausibility, can be interpreted as a brain model, as it can be readily compared with the biological neurons. The concrete construction of a functional neural network will help the understanding of the brains ability to recognize unity from the global consistency of the tactile or visual stimuli.
APPENDIX A MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND OF TIME EVOLUTION OF NEURONS IN EQ. 6
In counting the number of connected component via Eq. 6, we utilized the fact that the problem of counting the connected component in a binary image can be reduced to the problem of calculating a zero eigenvector v of the Laplacian matrix [27] , [31] :
To be precise, the dimension of the solution vector space for zero eigenvalue is equal to the number of the connected components. This is because the solution of Eq. 25 is the function that is constant on each connected component as is essentially a differential operator. For our example, the eigenvalues of ex are λ = (0, 0, 2, 2) and the zeroeigenvector is given by
where the constants a and b are arbitrary because the vector space for zero-eigenvalue is two dimensional. Because there are two levels a and b, you can conclude that the graph represented by this example Laplacian matrix ex has two blocks of connected components (n1-n2 and n3-n4 in Figure 3 ).
As our final goal is to implement the above algorithm in a parallel and scalable manner, we compute the eigenvectors for zero-eigenvalue by the iterative vector operation in Eq. 6 mimicking the time evolution of a neural network with only local connections.
When you take small enough coefficient α in Eq. 6, non-zero eigenvectors shrink and disappear with iterations. For the example Laplacian matrix ex in the main text, the eigenvalues of (I −α ex ) are λ = (1, 1, 1−2α, 1−2α) and the eigenvalues of (I −α ex ) n are λ = (1, 1, (1−2α) n , (1−2α) n ). Thus the components for non-zero eigenvalues disappear through multiplications of (1 − 2α)(< 1). In this way, we get the final state, v final , of the form in Eq. 26.
Note that the dimension or the number of different values (= 2) in the final state, v final , is equal to the number of connected components consisting of only active neurons, which we wanted for the input image in Eq 4 or Figure 3. 
APPENDIX B OPTIMAL VALUE OF α FOR ITERATION IN EQ. 6
Here we prove that the maximal convergence rate is achieved when α = 1/8 (if oscillations are not allowed).
We consider the condition for the vector in the iteration to converge to a zero-eigenvector for sure. The problem can be reduced to compute the (maximum) eigenvalues of , (λ 1 = 0 ≤ λ 2 ≤ . . . ≤ λ max ), as the iteration in Eq. 6 multiplies 1 − αλ i (27) to i-th eigenspace. Then, for all the eigenspaces except for zero-eigenspace to shrink to zero,
is required. This is marginally achieved when |1 − αλ max | = 0 or α = 1/λ max (29) if oscillations are not allowed and achieved when |1 − αλ max | = −1 or α = 2/λ max .
if oscillations are allowed. We will show below that λ max ≤ 8 and thus we must set α < 1/8 to ensure non-oscillatory convergence. The optimal convergence rate is achieved when α ≈ 1/8 because the larger α the faster the convergence. As our precision in circuit implementation is 8-bit after the decimal point, we actually used α = 0.117 throughout the paper. Notice that the convergence rate itself can be estimated from the second smallest eigenvalue λ 2 , which depends on problems [32] , [33] . Finally we will prove that λ 
